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Lockheed Martin Licenses
UD Technology for Testing
Lockheed Martin has licensed technology developed in part
by a University of Dayton team led by electrical and
computer engineering professor Guru Subramanyam to test
whether it can work with sensors to eliminate interference
from sources that would otherwise degrade the
performance of the sensors.
Subramanyam's tunable varactors are made of a thin,
ceramic  lm that is less expensive than silicon-based
devices. Very low battery-powered voltage changes
manipulate the electrical properties of the  lm to switch
the frequencies that allow the use of di erent gadgets and
improve signal reception.
Originally developed to cut the number of  lters used to
sort frequencies in cell phones, TVs and satellite
communication systems, the varactors have evolved to
support rapid recon guration of radio frequency and
microwave sensors conducting simultaneous operations.
"This technology attracted attention at the World's Best
Technologies and TechConnect forums that focus on the
world's most promising technologies and of cell phone
makers Ericsson, Qualcomm and Nokia when we  rst
developed it a decade ago," Subramanyam said.
If the sensor demonstration proves successful, Lockheed
Martin and the UD team could move to a second phase that
includes mass production of the varactors.
UD works with the Air Force Research Lab at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base to make the devices and Indiana
Microelectronics and 3D Glass Solutions on design and
testing.
For more information or interviews, contact Shawn
Robinson, associate director of news and communications,
at 937-229-3391 or srobinson@udayton.edu.
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